LATICRETE, a manufacturer of construction solutions for the building industry, has expanded its family of SPARTACOTE resinous flooring and decorative coating systems. The expansion includes 14 new products that are ideal for a variety of uses, all backed by LATICRETE warranties. LATICRETE offers a broad range of products and systems covering tile and stone installation and care, masonry installation and care, resinous and decorative floor finishes, concrete construction chemicals, and concrete restoration and care, including the LATICRETE SUPERCAP System. For additional detailed information on LATICRETE please visit laticrete.com.

PEAK 500 offers professional cleaners looking for liquid-cooled longevity and high-efficiency heat exchange at an economical price a new solution: the new 2018 Peak 500 truckmount from Prochem and Sapphire Scientific. Tests show that the Peak 500 can easily maintain full heat even with a 6-flow wand for maximum cleaning performance. Its 31-HP Kawasaki engine features electronic fuel injection and consumes only 1 gal. of gas per hour. The Peak 500 is fully California Air Resources Board (CARB)-compliant, and available in all 50 states and Canada. For more information about Peak 500 visit legendbrandscleaning.com.

HAWS introduces complementary tempering blankets for the Haws Model 7603, a 15-gallon, air-pressurized, keg-style eyewash. These blankets are an ideal, cost-efficient solution for a facility’s ANSI eyewash requirements in locations without access to a continuous potable water source. The heated, insulated blankets provide ANSI-compliant tempered water in ambient operating temperatures from –20°F (–29°C) to 100°F (38°C) in nonextreme outdoor conditions. The self-contained heating blankets easily install into existing Haws model 7603 eyewashes in the field, and can be purchased as individual blankets or as a package along with the eyewash. The units use NEMA 3R- or NEMA 4-rated components and are CSA certified to ANSI/ISEA Z358.1-2014. For more information go to Haws online at www.hawsco.com.

GRAYWOLF SENSING SOLUTIONS introduces DirectSense II smart probes. These cutting-edge air-monitoring probes accommodate from two (2) up to eight (8) plug-and-play smart sensors into a single handheld, desktop, or wall-mounted housing. Choose from 25 different indoor air quality, green building, industrial hygiene and HVAC parameters, including TVOCs (PID), carbon dioxide (NDIR), carbon monoxide, ozone, nitrogen dioxide, ammonia, sulfur dioxide, chlorine, hydrogen sulfide, %RH, °C/°F, and many others. The DirectSense II probes connect to GrayWolf’s AdvancedSense meters which enable additional parameters, such as particulates, differential pressure, air velocity, and formaldehyde. They may also be connected to GrayWolf-supplied tablet PCs, and Windows PCs for real-time display, data logging, and/or remote access. For more information on GrayWolf Sensing Solutions visit www.graywolfsensing.com.
METALTECH delivers the new ScaffoldBench, a unique four-in-one unit that includes a Baker scaffold, a garage storage unit, a utility cart, and a mobile workbench with miter saw rails. Since 1960, Metaltech has been designing and manufacturing innovative and safe scaffolding systems and ladder products. For further information on Metaltech click on https://www.metaltech.co/scaffoldbench.

PREFERRED UTILITIES MANUFACTURING CORPORATION has introduced a new tank leak sentry that differentiates between several types of liquids, and affords the option of setting up a network detection system. The LS-8C Tank Leak Sentry was designed for greater safety and redundancy. No longer will the type of liquid causing the leak be in question. While the float sensor detects the level of the leak, the HD-A2-C sensor—using proprietary sensing technology—detects leaks of virtually any liquid, including oil, gasoline, and water. Additional information about Preferred Utilities Manufacturing Corporation can be found at www.preferred-mfg.com.

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, email Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net.